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Abstract

We review and discuss the article Ouroboros - A Provable Secure Proof of Stake
Blockchain Protocol by A. Kiayias, A. Russell, B. David and R. Oliynykov [KRDO17].
A version of this protocol is currently implemented in the Cardano blockchain.

1 Introduction
A Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus protocol elects the network nodes responsible to
send the next block to the blockchain on the basis of the nodes’ amount of stake. The
great benefits of PoS blockchains are a much smaller consume of energy, protection
against mining power concentration, and a better performance compared to Proof
of Work blockchains.

The main challenge of such protocols consists in constructing an election of block
proposers which is safe against any adversarial intent to bias or abort the outcome,
and which does not allow to manipulate the participants to his or her advantage.
The article [KRDO17] presents such a protocol, the Ouroboros PoS protocol, and
provides a formal security proof. There are several other research projects on this
topic such as Algorand [CM16] and Snow White [DPS16]. The Dfinity project can
be coupled with a PoS to protect against Sybil attacks. There are protocols simi-
lar to PoS protocols like Ethereum’s Casper protocol which is based on penalizing
misbehaviour or delegated PoS proposals, e.g. in BitShares, both lacking formal
security proofs.

2 Ouroboros Protocol Overview
In this section we briefly summarize the basic ideas behind the Ouroboros protocol.

2.1. Epochs. The entire history of the blockchain is built by epochs in which the
distribution of stake is considered to be fixed. Each epoch is subdivided into slots
and each slot has one block proposer who extends the chain by a signed block with
the slot number in a strictly increasing sequence. The genesis block contains the
public keys of all stakeholder and their stake. At the end of each epoch the set of
stakeholder and their stake is updated.
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2.2. Leader Election and Consensus. For each slot of an epoch a stakeholder Ui is
elected proportional to his or her amount of stake. At the beginning of each epoch an
update of stake changes happens. Similar to Bitcoin, honest block proposers select
the longest chain to continue the blockchain, and valid blocks are those belonging
to the chain of maximal length.

2.3. Incentives. Stakeholders should be online and verify transactions when they are
elected for a block proposer (or even a bit before). The incentive function distributes
the transaction fees of the blocks between block proposers and block endorsers who
are elected the same way as block proposers and can reject or let pass the blocks
onto the blockchain.

2.4. Stake Delegation. It is important that stakeholders are online. If this is not
possible, stakeholders can delegate their right to include a block and elect the next
block proposers to other stakeholders who form a staking pool. This is instantiated
with a proxy signature scheme while the size of the staking pool is such that a
malicious majority basically never occurs.

3 Significance for the Cryptocurrency Research
The contribution of [KRDO17] to the cryptocurrency research area consists in setting
forth a formal security model for PoS protocols, defining a PoS protocol π along with
an instantiation, and proving π to be secure. We detail now the most important
contributions.

3.1. Security Model. The network is assumed to be synchronous so that messages
sent at the beginning of a slot are guaranteed to arrive before the end of the slot to
all honest parties. Furthermore, the nodes have synchronized clocks so that except
from minor deviations, all parties know when a new slot starts.

The authors of Ouroboros introduce a new security model suitable for their PoS
protocol. This model is a modification and extension of the model described in
[GKL15], and formalizes protocol execution and local view of the blockchain. The
functionalities available to users are communication to extend the chain and to
retrieve information from the key registration reflecting the adversary possibility to
corrupt stakeholders. The environment is responsible to activate the parties.

Roughly speaking, to define the entire protocol π, the authors consider first a
static state in which one epoch describes the entire lifetime of the blockchain, and
then the dynamic state of an increasing sequence of epochs (static states) which will
reflect stakeholder and stake changes shortly before of each new epoch.

The static model formalizes the situation of having a fixed set of stakeholders and
corruption is only allowed at the very beginning. The slot leader election is sampled
as a random function reflecting the stake of the stakeholders, and the functionalities
are extended by generation of signature keys & signatures and a request of genesis
block with the information about stakeholders (see [KRDO17], Fig. 1, p. 12).

The dynamic model formalizes the situation where in addition to the static model
new users can create accounts, and stake can shift in a given period up to a maximal
amount. The functionalties are extended to random beacon for leader election which
is reflected by a perfect sub-routine and then later by a real instantiation explained
below (see [KRDO17], Fig. 10, p. 34)
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3.2. Protocol and Instantiation. The authors propose a protocol πSPoS for the static
model which describes on the one hand side the initialization to get a new account
and a local blockchain, and on the other hand the chain extension explaining the
collection of the valid chain and in case of being elected, how to extend it. Nodes
can send transactions everything interacting with the functionalities described above
(see [KRDO17], Fig. 2 , p. 13).

The dynamic protocol πDPoS is similar to the static protocol, but stakeholders
can query in epoch ej the stake distribution up to the last blocks of epoch ej−1. On
the basis of the distribution and a random beacon ρj the selection of the next slot
leaders can be determined as explained below (see [KRDO17], Fig. 11 , p. 35).

In the static case an ideal signature scheme is assumed which allows to reduce
the proof to a pure combinatorial argument. The reduction is justified by show-
ing that the real instantiations of a EUF-CMA signature scheme is computational
indistinguishable. Similarly, in the dynamic protocol the random beacon is first
supposed to be perfectly sampled, and then realized by the cryptographic primitive
of multi-party computation.

3.3. Forkable Strings and Proof of Static Protocol. The static model differs from
the Bitoin protocol as the next slot leaders of an entire epoch are known at once
giving the adversary new attack strategies. Therefore, the proof of persistence and
availability of the Ouroboros protocol does not follow from [GKL15]. Nevertheless,
the results of loc. cit. allow to reduce the problem to show certain blockchain prop-
erties: Common Prefix, Chain Growth, and Chain Quality. In order to prove the
Common Prefix property, the notion of forkable strings is introduced. This definition
capturers honest and dishonest slot leaders in form of a string with an associated
directed tree and labelling function reflecting all possible results of adversarial in-
tents to fork the blockchain. The main result, stated in Theorem 4.13, shows that
even in the presence of an adversary the density of forkable strings decreases rapidly
in the length of the string (in [RMKQ17] exponential decay is proven). The proof
reformulates the problem as biased random walks and then applies probability esti-
mates of Markov chains. The authors can deduce from this the necessary Common
Prefix property, and verify Chain Growth, and Chain Quality separately.

3.4. Proof of Dynamic Protocol. It is shown that an adversary cannot influence the
protocol πDPoS adding the stake update procedure. A subtle difficulty to overcome
is that in a real instantiation of randomness producing sub-routine, the adversary
might know the random beacon before the honest party. It is proven that honest
parties will anyway learn about the beacon after a short time of slots. The main
result in this section, stated in Theorem 5.2, proves high probability of persistence
and liveness of the protocol πDPoS parametrized by the number k of subsequent
blocks. The assumptions of this theorem are that all honest players are online for
a sufficient long time, restricting the maximum stake shift over the last blocks, and
requiring a lower bound for the corruption delay.

3.5. Instantiation of Random Beacon Generation. The block proposers for each slot
of epoch ej are elected using a biased coin-flip or a pseudo random number generator.
It is necessary to introduce entropy in order to prevent grinding attacks. Ouroboros
generates the random seed ρj (uniformly distributed) using a secure multi-party
coin-tossing protocol. Each block proposer of epoch ej−1 commits to a secret string
in the commitment phase which they have to reveal at the end of the epoch in the
opening phase and from which the random seed is derived. To protect the protocol
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against adversaries who will not open their secret, a verifiable secret sharing protocol
is used so that honest parties can recover the secret even if an adversary withholds
its secret.

3.6. Nash Equilibrium. Beyond the cryptographic security, there might be rational
strategies to win more than the honest strategy pays out. The authors prove in
theorem 7.1 that together with the second layer system of endorsement the honest
strategy of the protocol is an near-Nash equilibrium showing in particular that the
selfish-mining strategy does not apply to Ouroboros.

4 Ouroboros Praos
• The synchronous network assumption says that the network delay∆ is bounded

by a known constant, i.e. ∆ < c. This assumption is not uncommon but
the strongest about networks. In the subsequent work [DGKR17], Ouroboros
Praos, the assumption is weakened to the semi-synchronous network assump-
tion where c is unknown, using verifiable random functions (VRFs).

• The Ouroboros protocol has to assume a certain delay for the corruption of
stakeholders by an adversary. The Ouroboros Praos PoS protocol is fully
adaptive corruption resistant in the sense that the adversary can corrupt at
any time.

• The assumption that the network nodes do not stay a too long time offline
is compensated by delegation using proxy signatures. This might open for
example the chance for bribery attacks as delegates could be identified.
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